


Bul Armory have been manufacturing and developing 

firearms since 1990. Our mission statement is to 

deliver the most reliable, accurate and innova�ve guns 

that you can run straight out of the box. Our line 

of firearms includes self defense EDC pistols for civilians, 

duty ready pla�orms for law enforcement and 

military personal and compe��on ready firearms for 

sport shoo�ng. Built by our master gunsmiths with 

superla�ve parts and hand fi�ed to the highest degree, 

there is a Bul gun for every task in sight.



jorge

ballesteros

A�er a year long of development with inputs from world champion Jorge Ballesteros, we came up with

a new breed of an open gun, the Bullesteros. 

The development started with a new stainless steel grip to add weight to the gun and keep recoil down 

to a minimum. The trigger guard is ergonomically cut to allow for the highest grip possible. 

We then fit it with a unique one piece compensated 5.7" hybrid barrel for a fast and flat shoo�ng 

experience. To top it all off, the Bullesteros ships with a modular trigger system that has interchangeable 

trigger shoe inserts, a tool less guide rod, CNC machined & spring loaded ncompe��on extractor, shielded 

ambidextrous safe�es and is hand built with the highest a�en�on to detail.
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bullesteros

-Integrated thumb rest on the mount.

-Large adjustable magazine release.

-Magazines: 2, 170mm.

-Magwell: Enlarged.

-Tool less guide rod.

-Slide racker.

-Weight: 1540 g approx.

-Calibers: 9mm / 9X21 / .38 super .

-Barrel:  Match grade one-piece 5.7” inch 

hybrid compensated ramped bull barrel.

-Finish: Stainless steel / black stainless steel.

-Frame: Full length dust cover.

-Slide: Lightened ported slide.

-Trigger: up to 2.0 lbs.

-Safety: Ambidextrous shielded extended levers.

-Sights: Nikko S�rling 6 MOA red dot sight. 

(Mount is compa�ble with C-More RTS2 & Vortex Razor)



-Calibers:  9mm / 9X21 / .38 super .

-Barrel: Match grade one-piece 4.25” inch compensated 

ramped bull barrel (op�onal TIN gold barrel).

-Finish: Stainless steel / black stainless steel.

-Frame: Full dust cover.

-Slide: Lightened slide.

-Trigger: up to 2.5 lbs.

-Safety: Ambidextrous, extended and shielded levers.

-Sights: Nikko S�rling 6 MOA red dot sight. 

(Mount is compa�ble with C-More RTS2 & Vortex Razor)

 -Integrated thumb rest on the mount.

 -Large adjustable magazine release.

 -Full length stainless steel guide rod.

-Slide racker.

-Magwell: Enlarged.

-Magazines: 2, 170mm.

-Weight: As shown (unloaded): 1198 g
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ur shorty
The “Ul�mate Racer” (UR) was designed and built for cu�ng edge compe��ve 

performance. The UR pistol incorporates state of the art gunsmithing and 

manufacturing processes to provide superior speed and accuracy. It’s me�culously 

hand fi�ed and tuned, then thoroughly tested to ensure that everything is perfect. 

The UR is ready to race out of the box, just load the magazines and you are ready 

to go. The Shorty version of the UR is Built with a Commander length slide, making 

for a lighter, faster cycling pistol with be�er maneuverability.

-Calibers: 9mm / 9X21 / .38 super .

-Barrel: Match grade one-piece 5.0” inch compensated 

ramped bull barrel (op�onal TIN gold barrel).

-Finish: Stainless steel / black stainless steel.

-Frame: Full dust cover.

-Slide: Lightened slide.

-Trigger: up to 2.5 lbs.

-Safety: Ambidextrous, extended and shielded levers.

-Sights: Nikko S�rling 6 MOA red dot sight. 

(Mount is compa�ble with C-More RTS2 & Vortex Razor)

 -Integrated thumb rest on the mount.

 -Large adjustable magazine release.

 -Full length stainless steel guide rod.

 -Slide racker.

 -Magwell: Enlarged.

-Magazines: 2, 170mm.

-Weight: As shown (unloaded): 1230 g
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ur f
The “Ul�mate Racer” (UR) was designed and built for cu�ng edge 

compe��ve performance. The UR pistol incorporates state of the art 

gunsmithing and manufacturing processes to provide superior speed 

and accuracy. It’s me�culously hand fi�ed and tuned, then thoroughly 

tested to ensure that everything is perfect. The UR is ready to race out 

of the box, just load the magazines and you are ready to go. The “F” 

version sports all the features of the UR but with a full length dust cover 

for those who prefer the added weight up front.





-Calibers: 9mm / 9X21 / .38 super .

-Barrel: Match grade one-piece 5.0” inch compensated 

ramped bull barrel (op�onal TIN gold barrel).

-Finish: Stainless steel / black stainless steel.

-Frame: Short dust cover.

-Slide: Lightened slide.

-Trigger: up to 2.5 lbs.

-Safety: Ambidextrous, extended and shielded levers.

-Sights: Nikko S�rling 6 MOA red dot sight. 

(Mount is compa�ble with C-More RTS2 & Vortex Razor)

 -Integrated thumb rest on the mount.

 -Large adjustable magazine release.

 -Full length stainless steel guide rod.

 -Slide racker.

 -Magwell: Enlarged.

 -Magazines: 2, 170mm.

-Weight: As shown (unloaded): 1197 g
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ur ultimate racer
The “Ul�mate Racer” (UR) was designed and built for cu�ng edge compe��ve

 performance. The UR pistol incorporates state of the art gunsmithing and 

manufacturing processes to provide superior speed and accuracy. 

It’s me�culously hand fi�ed and tuned, then thoroughly tested to ensure that 

everything is perfect. The UR is ready to race out of the box, just load the 

magazines and you are ready to go.



-Calibers: 9mm / .40 S&W / 9X21 

-Barrel: RADICAL Match grade 5.4” inch ramped bull barrel.

-Frame: Full dust cover / (pica�nny rail op�on available).

-Finish: Stainless steel.

-Magazines: 3, 120 mm 

-Capacity: 9mm - 19 rounds / .40S&W - 17 rounds

-Trigger: 2.0 - 2.5 lbs.

-Safety: Ambidextrous, extended and shielded levers.

-Sights: Adjustable rear & fiber op�c front. (Sight Block mounted)

-Magwell: Extended brass magwell.

-Weight: as shown (unloaded): 1170 g
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radical 5.4”
The Radical 5.4” is the evolu�on of our SAS2 family, equipped with a sight 

block that is made with the barrel as one piece, providing the shooter the

 longest sight radius possible while adding weight up front for perfect balance 

and quick sight return. Featuring our famous “Saw” serra�ons for quick slide 

manipula�on, a crisp light trigger and a brass magwell, The radical comes loaded 

with all you need to get that extra edge of performance over the compe��on.

-Calibers: 9mm / .40 S&W / 9X21 

-Barrel: RADICAL Match grade 5.7” inch ramped bull barrel.

-Frame: Full dust cover / (pica�nny rail op�on available).

-Finish: Stainless steel.

-Magazines: 3, 120 mm 

-Capacity: 9mm - 19 rounds / .40S&W - 17 rounds

-Trigger: 2.0 - 2.5 lbs.

-Safety: Ambidextrous, extended and shielded levers.

-Sights: Adjustable rear & fiber op�c front. (Sight Block mounted)

-Magwell: Extended brass magwell.

-Weight: as shown (unloaded): 1185 g
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radical 5.7”
The Radical 5.7” is the evolu�on of our SAS2 family, equipped with a sight block 

that is made with the barrel as one piece, providing the shooter the longest sight 

radius possible while adding weight up front for perfect balance and quick sight

return. Featuring our famous “Saw” serra�ons for quick slide manipula�on, 

a crisp light trigger and a brass magwell, The radical comes loaded with all you 

need to get that extra edge of performance over the compe��on.



-Calibers: 9mm / .40 S&W / 9X21 

-Barrel: Match grade 5.0” inch ramped bull barrel.

-Frame: Full dust cover. (pica�nny rail op�on available)

-Finish: Stainless steel / Black stainless steel.

-Magazines: 3, 120mm 

-Capacity: 9mm - 19 rounds / .40S&W - 17 rounds

-Trigger: 2.0-2.5 lbs.

-Safety: Ambidextrous and extended levers.

-Magazine release: Enlarged with adjustable bu�on.

-Sights: Adjustable rear & fiber op�c front.

-Magwell: Extended.

-Weight: As shown (unloaded) : 1071 g

Each pistol in the SL line is hand built and fi�ed by our master gunsmiths with 

the highest a�en�on to detail. Featuring a full length dust cover for the op�mal 

balance between weight and stability, the SL is true to our mantra “ready to race 

out of the box”. With a crisp light trigger, match grade bull barrel and extended 

controls giving you the ul�mate tool to dominate in the IPSC standard / USPSA 

limited divisions. The SAS II AIR pistol comes with all the features of our SL line 

with the addi�on of a lightened slide and Titanium Nitride coated barrel. 

The lightened slide makes for a faster cycling rate, enabling faster follow up

 shots and be�er recoil management.
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sl air



-Calibers: 9mm / .40 S&W / 9X21 

-Barrel: Match grade 5.0” inch ramped bull barrel.

-Frame: Full dust cover. (pica�nny rail op�on available)

-Finish: Stainless steel / Black stainless steel.

-Magazines: 3, 120mm 

-Capacity: 9mm - 19 rounds / .40S&W - 17 rounds

-Trigger: 2.0-2.5 lbs.

-Safety: Ambidextrous and extended levers.

-Magazine release: Enlarged with adjustable bu�on.

-Sights: Adjustable rear & fiber op�c front.

-Magwell: Extended.

-Weight: As shown (unloaded) : 1085 g

Each pistol in the SL line is hand built and fi�ed by our master gunsmiths with the 

highest a�en�on to detail. Featuring a full length dust cover for the op�mal balance 

between weight and stability, the SL is true to our mantra “ready to race out of the box”. 

With a crisp light trigger, match grade bull barrel and extended controls giving you the 

ul�mate tool to dominate in the IPSC standard / USPSA limited divisions.

The SAW version of the SL features aggressive slide serra�ons cuts for be�er slide 

manipula�on and handling.

-Calibers: 9mm / .40 S&W / 9X21 

-Barrel: Match grade 5.0” inch ramped bull barrel.

-Frame: Full dust cover. (pica�nny rail op�on available)

-Finish: Stainless steel / Black stainless steel.

-Magazines: 3, 120mm 

-Capacity: 9mm - 19 rounds / .40S&W - 17 rounds

-Trigger: 2.0-2.5 lbs.

-Safety: Ambidextrous and extended levers.

-Magazine release: Enlarged with adjustable bu�on.

-Sights: Adjustable rear & fiber op�c front.

-Magwell: Extended.

-Weight: As shown (unloaded) : 1096 g 

Each pistol in the SL line is hand built and fi�ed by our master gunsmiths with the 

highest a�en�on to detail. Featuring a full length dust cover for the op�mal balance 

between weight and stability, the SL is true to our mantra “ready to race out of the box”. 

With a crisp light trigger, match grade bull barrel and extended controls giving you the 

ul�mate tool to dominate in the IPSC standard / USPSA limited divisions.
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sl Standard/limited
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sl saw



Our R package is an upgrade op�on we offer 

to our SAS2 lineup. It includes:

- Stainless steel grip.

- Brass magwell.

- Modular trigger kit with 3 inserts.

- Tool less guide rod.

- CNC machined spring loaded compe��on extractor. 

(patent pending)

- Power hammer.

- Power disconnector. 

- Power sear.

r package
The R package is the accumula�on of our top of the line parts. 

Featuring a stainless steel grip (SAS2 only) modular trigger kit, 

spring loaded CNC machined extractor, a tool less guide rod and 

a plethora of our Power parts. The R package is for those who want 

to take their Bul to the next level.



-Caliber: 9x19 

-Overall weight (without mag) : 2,917gr (14.5”) 3,000gr (16”)

-Overall length (open/close bu�stock): 88 cm/79cm.

-Barrel length: 14.5" (36.8 cm). / 16” (40.6 cm)

-Lightweight ramped stainless steel 14.5”/ 16” barrel with a shock buffer.

-Lightweight aluminum handguard.

-7075 Aluminum upper and lower.

-Single stage compe��on trigger. (round or straight trigger shape)

-Trigger pull: 2.5 lb approx. 

-Aluminum muzzle brake..

-Flat forward grip.

bl9 pcc
A�er years of development, prototypes and tuning, our entry to the Pistol Caliber Carbine category is finally here. We took our vision of “ready 

to race out of the box” to the BL-9 PCC by fi�ng it with every bit of upgrades needed for compe��on use.

-Offset 45° op�c mount.

-Extended aluminum trigger guard.

-Ambidextrous safety.

-Ambidextrous charging handle.

-Heavy spring and buffer tube.

-Last round bolt hold open catch.

-FAB Defense GL-Core S bu�stock and rubberized 

ergonomic grip (AGR-43).

-Magazine type: Glock Gen 4&5

-Available colors (bu�stock tube, handguard and muzzle brake): red, blue, 

purple and black anodized.





-Calibers: 9mm / 9X21.

-Barrel: 5.0” inch bushing barrel / bull barrel. 

(op�onal TiN coa�ng)

-Slide: Front rear and top saw slide serra�ons. 

(op�onal polished slide)

-Finish: Black oxide / stainless steel / two tone.

-Magazines: 3 

-Capacity: 9mm - 10 rounds 

-Trigger: up to 2.5 lbs.

-Safety: Ambidextrous and extended levers.

-Sights: Adjustable rear, fiber op�c front.

-Magazine release: enlarged and adjustable bu�on

-Weight: 9mm bull barrel (unloaded): 1095 g / 2.43 lbs approx.

1911

trophy saw
The Trophy is our top of the line Classic division pistol. Hand fi�ed by our master 

gunsmiths and loaded with features such as a magwell, G10 aggressive texture grips, 

ambidextrous safe�es, CNC race hammer, full length stainless steel guide rod and 

a crisp match grade trigger, The Trophy is ready to race when you are.

The Trophy SAW features aggressive slide serra�ons cuts for be�er slide 

manipula�on and handling.

R package (Trophy Line):

- Modular trigger kit with 3 inserts.

- CNC machined steel grips

- CNC magwell.

- Tool less guide rod.

- CNC machined spring loaded compe��on extractor. 

(patent pending)

- Power hammer.

- Power disconnector. 

- Power sear.

1911

trophy saw r
The R package is the accumula�on of our top of the line parts. 

Featuring a modular trigger kit, spring loaded CNC machined extractor, 

a tool less guide rod and a plethora of our Power parts. 

The R package is for those who want to take their Bul to the next level.



-Calibers: 9mm / 9X21.

-Barrel: 5.0” inch bushing barrel / bull barrel.

-Slide: Cesar slide cuts.

-Finish: Black oxide/ Stainless steel.

-Magazines: 3 

-Capacity: 9mm - 10 rounds 

-Trigger: up to 2.5 lbs.

-Safety: Ambidextrous, extended and shielded levers.

-Sights: Adjustable rear, fiber op�c front.

-Magazine release: enlarged and adjustable bu�on

-Weight: 9mm bull barrel (unloaded): 1080 g 

1911

trophy cesar
The Trophy is our top of the line Classic division pistol. Hand fi�ed by our master 

gunsmiths and loaded with features such as a magwell, G10 aggressive texture grips, 

ambidextrous shielded safe�es, CNC race hammer, full length stainless steel guide

rod and a crisp match grade trigger, The Trophy is ready to race when you are.

The Trophy CESAR model is an homage to Robert “Cesar” Cernigoj for winning the 

2019 European Handgun Championship. Equipped with our R package that includes 

a modular trigger kit, a tool less guide rod, fully machined steel grips, enlarged 

magwell and our CNC machined & spring loaded compe��on extractor.



-Calibers: 9mm /.45 ACP / 9X21.

-Barrel:  6.0” inch bushing barrel.

-Slide: Front and rear serra�ons.

-Frame: (Pica�nny rail op�on available)

-Finish: Stainless steel / Two tone / Black oxide

/ op�onal PVD coated slide & frame.

-Magazines: 2 

-Capacity: 9mm - 10 rounds / .45ACP - 8 rounds

-Trigger 2.5 - 3.0 lbs.

-Safety: Extended lever.

-Sights: Adjustable rear.

-Weight: As shown (unloaded): 1140 g 

1911

target 6”
The �meless 1911 design is one that has proven itself over the years in every 

possible arena. It has served in conflicts around the world, carried and trusted by 

law enforcement as well as civilians for duty and personal defense. Our 1911’s are 

built upon this heritage with the highest a�en�on to detail while incorpora�ng 

enhanced fitment and superla�ve parts. The target 6 features a 6” slide for the 

longest sight radius possible, providing extra precision for target shoo�ng. 

Every target 6” pistol is built with a barrel that is fi�ed with a fully machined stainless 

steel barrel bushing and a full length guide rod to ensure maximum reliability and accuracy.

-Calibers: 9mm / .45 ACP / 9X21.

-Barrel: 5.0” inch bushing barrel / bull barrel. 

(op�onal TiN coa�ng)

-Slide: Front and rear serra�ons.

-Finish: Black oxide / stainless steel / two tone.

-Magazines: 3 

-Capacity: 9mm - 10 rounds / .45ACP - 8 rounds

-Trigger: 2.5 -2.8 lbs.

-Safety: Ambidextrous and extended levers.

-Sights: Adjustable rear, fiber op�c front.

-Magazine release: enlarged and adjustable bu�on.

-Weight: 9mm bull barrel (unloaded): 1105 g / 2.43 lbs approx

1911

trophy
The Trophy is our top of the line Classic division pistol. Hand fi�ed by our master 

gunsmiths and loaded with features such as a magwell, G10 aggressive texture grips, 

ambidextrous safe�es, CNC race hammer, full length stainless steel guide rod and 

a crisp match grade trigger, The Trophy is ready to race when you are.





-Calibers: 9mm / 45 ACP.

-Barrel: 3.25” inch fluted barrel. 

(Single port compensated barrel available as an upgrade).

-Frame: Aluminum full length with pica�nny rail.

-Finish: Two tone / Black oxide / Stainless finish 

/op�onal PVD coated slide.

-Magazines: 2- 15 rounds magazines.

-Trigger:  3.0 - 3.5 lbs.

-Safety: Extended lever.

-Sights: Adjustable rear & fibre op�c front.

(Shield RMS-C op�c available as an upgrade).

-Weight: As shown (unloaded): 615 g / 1.37 lbs approx.
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ul [ultra light]
The Ultra Light is the lightest SAS II in our lineup. 

Built with a 15 round compact grip, a fluted match grade barrel, 

lightweight aluminum frame and front slide serra�ons you get the 

best of all worlds, without compromising on anything.



-Calibers: 9mm / 45 ACP.

-Barrel: 3.25” inch fluted ramped bull barrel with a one port compensator.

-Frame: Aluminum full length with pica�nny rail.

-Finish: Two tone / Black oxide / Stainless finish / op�onal PVD coated slide.

-Magazines: 2, 120mm.

-Capcity: 9mm - 19 rounds / .45ACP - 14 rounds (op�onal 15 round grip)

-Trigger:  3.0 - 3.5 lbs.

-Safety: extended lever.

-Sights: Shield RMS-c red dot sight & fibre op�c front sight.

-Weight: As shown (unloaded): 646 g
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ul viper
The VIPER is our vision of the perfect carry gun. A lightweight and 

easily concealable package that you can carry all day, everyday. 

Built with a fluted single port compensated match grade barrel,

 lightweight aluminum frame, a full size grip and equipped with red 

dot sight, you get the best of all worlds, without compromising 

on anything.



-Calibers: 9mm / 45 ACP.

-Barrel: 3.25” inch ramped, bull barrel.

-Frame: Aluminum full length with pica�nny rail. 

(op�onal 9mm 15 round grip)

-Finish: Two tone / Black oxide / Stainless finish 

/op�onal PVD coated slide.

-Magazines: 2, 120 mm.

-Capacity: 9mm - 19 rounds / .45ACP - 14 rounds

-Trigger:  3 - 3.5 lbs.

-Safety: Extended lever.

-Sights: Adjustable rear, white dot front.

-Weight: As shown (unloaded): 679 g / 1.49 lbs approx.
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ultra fs
The Ultra FS is built using the SAS II full size grip and coupled with 

a 3.25” slide to make a compact and easily concealable package 

that you can carry all day, everyday.





-Calibers: 9mm / 9X21 /.45 ACP.

-Barrel: bull barrel / bushing barrel. 

(no bushing op�on for the 4.25” model)

-Slide: 5” Government or 4.25” Commander

-Frame: Stainless steel with pica�nny rail.

-Finish:  Stainless steel / Black oxide 

/Op�onal PVD coated slide & frame.

-Magazines: 2, 120 mm. 

-Capcity: 9mm - 19 rounds / .45ACP - 14 rounds

-Trigger: 3.0 - 3.5 lbs.

-Safety: extended lever.

-Sights: 3 dot.

-Weight: As shown (unloaded): 940 g
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government/commander
Stripping down the SAS II compe��ve pistols to their bare essen�als has 

createda noteworthy duty & self defense pla�orm, the TAC Line. 

With a high capacity magazine, smooth crisp trigger, pica�nny rail and the same 

a�en�on to detail and quality as our compe��on pistols, make the SAS II TAC 

the perfect carry companion.

*Commander model is featured

-Calibers: 9mm /.45 ACP / 9X21.

-Barrel: bull barrel / bushing barrel. 

(no bushing op�on for the 4.25” model)

-Slide: 5” Government or 4.25” Commander.

-Frame: Pica�nny rail.

-Finish: Stainless steel / Two tone / Black oxide 

/op�onal PVD coated slide & frame.

-Magazines: 2 

-Capacity: 9mm - 10 rounds / .45ACP - 8 rounds

-Trigger 3.0 - 3.8 lbs.

-Safety: Extended lever.

-Sights: 3 dot system.

-Weight: As shown (unloaded): 1134 g

1911 tac 

government/commander
The �meless 1911 design is one that has proven itself over the years in every

 possible arena. It has served in conflicts around the world, carried and trusted

by law enforcement as well as civilians for duty and personal defense. 

Our 1911’s are built upon this heritage with the highest a�en�on to detail 

while incorpora�ng enhanced fitment and superla�ve parts. 

*Commander model is featured



-Calibers: 9mm /.45 ACP / 9X21.

-Barrel:  5.0” inch bushing barrel / bull barrel.

-Slide: Front and rear serra�ons.

-Frame: (Pica�nny rail op�on available)

-Finish: Stainless steel / Two tone / Black oxide 

/op�onal PVD coated slide & frame.

-Magazines: 2 

-Capacity: 9mm - 10 rounds / .45ACP - 8 rounds

-Trigger 3.0 - 3.8 lbs.

-Safety: Extended lever.

-Sights: 3 dot system.

-Weight: As shown (unloaded): 1134 g 

1911

government
The �meless 1911 design is one that has proven itself over the years in every 

possible arena. It has served in conflicts around the world, carried and trusted 

by law enforcement as well as civilians for duty and personal defense. 

Our 1911’s are built upon this heritage with the highest a�en�on to detail while 

incorpora�ng enhanced fitment and superla�ve parts. The Government model 

features a classic 5.0” slide with the op�on of a Bull Barrel or Bushing Barrel.

-Calibers: 9mm /.45 ACP / 9X21.

-Barrel:  4.25” inch bull barrel. 

(Single port compensated barrel available as an upgrade).

-Slide: Front and rear serra�ons.

-Frame: (Pica�nny rail op�on available)

-Finish: Stainless steel / Two tone / Black oxide 

/op�onal PVD coated slide & frame.

-Magazines: 2 

-Capacity: 9mm - 10 rounds / .45ACP - 8 rounds

-Trigger 3.0 - 3.8 lbs.

-Safety: Extended lever.

-Sights: 3 dot system.

-Weight: 9mm bull barrel (unloaded): 1044 g / 2.3 lbs approx.

1911

commander
The �meless 1911 design is one that has proven itself over the years 

in every possible arena. It has served in conflicts around the world, 

carried and trusted by law enforcement as well as civilians for duty and 

personal defense. Our 1911’s are built upon this heritage with the highest 

a�en�on to detail while incorpora�ng enhanced fitment and superla�ve parts. 

The Commander model features a 4.25” slide.



-Calibers: 9mm /.45 ACP / 9X21.

-Barrel:  3.25ʺ inch bull barrel. 

-Finish: Two tone / Black oxide / Stainless finish 

/op�onal PVD coated slide.

-Frame: Officer size aluminum.

-Magazines: 2

-Capacity: 9mm - 8 rounds / .45ACP - 7 rounds

-Trigger: 3.0- 3.8 lbs.

-Safety: Extended lever.

-Sights: Adjustable rear. 

-Weight: As shown (unloaded): 698 g

1911

ultra
The �meless 1911 design is one that has proven itself over the years in every 

possible arena. It has served in conflicts around the world, carried and trusted by

 law enforcement as well as civilians for duty and personal defense. 

Our 1911’s are built upon this heritage with the highest a�en�on to detail 

while incorpora�ng enhanced fitment and superla�ve parts. The Ultra is the 

most compact1911 in our lineup. Built with a 3.25” barrel that is perfect for 

concealed everyday carry.

-Calibers: 9mm /.45 ACP / 9X21.

-Barrel:  3.25ʺ inch fluted barrel.

 (Single port compensated barrel available as an upgrade).

-Finish: Two tone / Black oxide / Stainless finish 

/op�onal PVD coated slide.

-Magazines: 2

-Capacity: 9mm - 8 rounds / .45ACP - 7 rounds

-Frame: Officer size aluminum.

-Trigger: 3.0- 3.8 lbs.

-Safety: Extended lever.

-Sights: Adjustable rear. 

(Shield RMS-C op�c available as an upgrade).

-Weight: As shown (unloaded): 664 g

1911

ultra light
The �meless 1911 design is one that has proven itself over the years in every possible 

arena. It has served in conflicts around the world, carried and trusted by law enforcement 

as well as civilians for duty and personal defense. Our 1911’s are built upon this heritage 

with the highest a�en�on to detail while incorpora�ng enhanced fitment and superla�ve 

parts. The 1911 Ultra Light is the lightest 1911 in our lineup. Built with a light 3.25” fluted 

barrel that is perfect for concealed everyday carry.



-Weight: 730g approx.

-Caliber: 9mm 

-Magazines: 2

-Capacity: 17

-Barrel length: 3.66”

-Sights: 3 Dot.

-Type of ac�on: DA/SA.

-Safe�es: Manual, Firing Pin safety.

-Frame Construc�on: Injected Fiber reinforced polymer.

-Slide Construc�on: Steel Forged.

-Finish: Bul Tough.

cherokee compact
Reliable, rugged and accurate, the Cherokee was born for duty and 

carry use. It features a slim line frame with aggressive s�ppling and 

checkering that will enhance your grip in wet condi�ons and provide 

be�er recoil management. The Cherokee Compact caters to those who 

are looking for a compact, concealable and lightweight pistol with 

a high capacity 9m”m magazine.

-Weight: 797 gr approx.

-Caliber: 9mm 

-Magazines: 2

-Capacity: 17

-Barrel length: 4.45”

-Sights: 3 Dot.

-Type of ac�on: DA/SA.

-Safe�es: Manual, Firing Pin safety.

-Frame Construc�on: Injected Fiber reinforced polymer.

-Slide Construc�on: Steel Forged.

-Finish: Bul Tough.

cherokee fs
Reliable, rugged and accurate, the Cherokee was born for duty 

and carry use. It features a slim line frame with aggressive s�ppling 

and checkering that will enhance your grip in wet condi�ons and 

provide be�er recoil management. The CHEROKEE Full Size model is 

for those who prefer a longer slide and barrel that provides a longer 

sight radius for more accurate shots and more weight upfront.
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